
EE374 Blockchain Foundations Stanford, Winter 2023

Problem Set #2 ∗

Soft Deadline: Tue, Jan 24, 1:15 pm
Final Deadline: Thu, Jan 26, 1:15 pm

1 Object Exchange

In this exercise, you will extend your Marabu node to implement content addressable object
exchange and gossiping.

1. Maintain a local database of known objects. The database should survive reboots. You
can use the package level-ts [3] if you are coding in Typescript.

2. Implement a function to map objects to objectids. The objectid is obtained by taking
a BLAKE2s hash of the canonical JSON representation of the object. Canonical rep-
resentation is important so that each object has a unique objectid. You can test your
function using the Genesis block and its blockid given in [2].

For Typescript, you may use the blake2 [1] library using the createHash function with
“blake2s” as a string parameter to compute BLAKE2s hashes. Note that you should
digest the hashes as hex strings in the Marabu protocol.

3. Implement object exchange using the getobject, ihaveobject, object messages.

a) On receiving an ihaveobject message, request the sender for the object using a
getobject message if the object is not already in your database.

b) On receiving an object, ignore objects that are already in your database. Accept
objects that are new and store them in your database if they are valid.

c) Implement gossiping: Broadcast the knowledge of newly received valid objects to
your peers using the ihaveobject message.

d) On receiving a getobject message, send the requested object if you have it in your
database.

2 Transaction Validation

In this exercise, you will implement transaction validation for your Marabu node.
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1. Create the logic to represent a transaction. See [2] for the structure of a transaction.

2. Create the logic for transaction validation. Transaction validation has the following
steps:

a) For each input, validate the outpoint. For this, ensure that a valid transaction with
the given txid exists in your object database and that the given index is less than
the number of outputs in the outpoint transaction.

b) For each input, verify the signature. Our protocol uses ed25519 signatures. A
Typescript package for ed25519 is available [4]. Note that signatures and public
keys are given as hex strings in our protocol but the package uses Uint8 arrays, so
you would have to convert between the two.

c) Outputs contain a public key and a value. The public keys must be in the correct
format and the value must be a non-negative integer.

d) Transactions must respect the law of conservation, i.e. the sum of all input values
is at least the sum of output values.

For now, assume that a coinbase transaction is always valid.

Tip: To avoid errors due to processing invalid transactions, first verify that the received
transaction is of the required format. For example, the transaction must contain the keys
"inputs" and "outputs", each input must contain the keys "outpoint" and "sig",
public keys and signatures must be hexadecimal strings of the required length, index
and value must be non-negative integers in the correct range, etc. If these initial checks
fail, you should send an "INVALID_FORMAT" error.

3. When you receive a transaction object, validate it. If the transaction is valid, store it in
your object database and gossip it using an ihaveobject message. If it is invalid, send
the appropriate error message to the node(s) who sent the transaction and do not gossip
it (more details about the error messages on page 3).

Don’t worry about maintaining a perfect UTXO set just yet. Also, for this homework, you
may consider blocks and coinbase transactions to always be valid.
You should test your transaction validation by generating different valid and invalid transac-
tions, signed using a private key of your choice. Here is a simple example that you can use for
testing (the first is a coinbase, the second is a valid transaction that spends from the first):

{"height":0,"outputs":[{"pubkey":"958f8add086cc348e229a3b6590c71b7d7754e42134a

127a50648bf07969d9a0","value":50000000000}],"type":"transaction"}

{"inputs":[{"outpoint":{"index":0,"txid":"b303d841891f91af118a319f99f5984def51

091166ac73c062c98f86ea7371ee"},"sig":"060bf7cbe141fecfebf6dafbd6ebbcff25f82e72

9a7770f4f3b1f81a7ec8a0ce4b287597e609b822111bbe1a83d682ef14f018f8a9143cef25ecc9

a8b0c1c405"}],"outputs":[{"pubkey":"958f8add086cc348e229a3b6590c71b7d7754e4213

4a127a50648bf07969d9a0","value":10}],"type":"transaction"}
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3 Sample Test Cases

IMPORTANT: Make sure that your node is running at all times! Therefore, make
sure that there are no bugs that crash your node. If our automatic grading script
can not connect to your node, you will not receive any credit.
Below is a (non-exhaustive) list of test cases that your node will be required to pass. We will
use these test cases to grade your submission. Consider two nodes Grader 1 and Grader 2.

1. Object Exchange:

a) If Grader 1 sends a new valid transaction object and then requests the same object,
Grader 1 should receive the object.

b) If Grader 1 sends a new valid transaction object and then Grader 2 requests the
same object, Grader 2 should receive the object.

c) If Grader 1 sends a new valid transaction object, Grader 2 must receive an ihaveobject
message with the object id.

d) If Grader 1 sends an ihaveobject message with the id of a new object, Grader 1
must receive a getobject message with the same object id.

2. Transaction Validation:

a) On receiving an object message from Grader 1 containing any invalid transactions,
Grader 1 must receive an error message and the transaction must not be gossiped
to Grader 2. Beware: invalid transactions may come in many different forms!

i. If the transaction outpoint could not be found in your object database, you
should send an "UNKNOWN_OBJECT" error message.

ii. If the transaction signature is null or if it is not a valid signature given the
public key, you should send and "INVALID_TX_SIGNATURE" error message.

iii. If the outpoint index is too large, you should send an "INVALID_TX_OUTPOINT"

error message.

iv. If the transaction does not satisfy the weak law of conservation, you should
send an "INVALID_TX_CONSERVATION" error message.

v. In other cases, or if the transaction has an incorrect JSON format or invalid
properties, you should send an "INVALID_FORMAT" error message. Note that
this error message also encompasses basic parsing errors such as ensuring that
the inputs’ outpoints’ indexes and the outputs’ values are non-negative.

b) On receiving an object message from Grader 1 containing a valid transaction, the
transaction must be gossiped to Grader 2.
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